
 
OTHER RESEARCH STUDY OPTIONS 
 
Research assignments are very important. It is a valuable process in learning how markets work under 
various astrological signatures because they often repeat their role as reversal indicators. When you can 
compliment that with cycle studies, and then technical studies and/or chart pattens, you begin to see 
very important keys to making forecasts, to timing markets. 
 
Instead of, or in addition to doing a study involving transits of Mars by signs or aspects to reversal 
periods in financial markets, you may want to conduct a study involving Jupiter in aspect to Saturn 
and/or Uranus, for this September, we will see Jupiter at the midpoint of Saturn/Uranus and in a  semi-
square aspect to each. This is known as a “translation” of Jupiter to the Saturn/Uranus square. Has 
something like that happened before? What was the correspondence to an important market event? 
High, low, or breakout? 
 
Another study you may want to consider is utilizing the recent lessons you have had on PP and TIP. Let’s 
say we have a hypothesis that states: 
 
 

1. When a daily or weekly close changes its relationship to the PP and TIP, a reversal is underway 
or about to get underway. Is this true? Is it true in regard to PP and TIP for the day o week of the 
close? Or is it just as effective based on the close to next week’s the next day’s PP and TIP?  

 
 For example, let’s say the weekly close is above the PP and TIP, and the PP is also above the TIP 
of the current week (or the next week – check for both). That’s bullish. Does it reverse when the next 
week’s close is below either? Or does it require a close below both the PP and YIP and for the PP to also 
turn below the TIP? 
 
 You could do a profit/loss study on this, showing what happens when a bearish market has 
closed below both (and one is short), but one then reverses and goes long on a weekly close that is 
above either, and also when it closes above both and the PP closes above the TIP (Bullish). What price 
was that close that went long? Then identify when that bullish relationship started to turn. What is you 
went short at the close of that week. What is you went short at the close of the week that was below 
each? And held it until that relationship changed again? How much gain or loss did you have? And, when 
it changed, how often was the low or high of the move within the last week or two weeks? Was there a 
Level 1 or CRD nearby to that high or low? 


